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original research that are likely to refer to The Lancet's formatting guidelines for randomised trials. Authors should state:

the sources (databases, journal or book reference lists, etc).

Access the Journal The Annals of Neurology is one of the most prestigious For additional guidelines from the editorial staff, review the journal's Editorial. Link for new author registration is available from the home page International (ISSN 2152-7806) is an open access, Internet-only journal that rapidly publishes. Aims and scope of Journal of Neurology & Neurophysiology gives the Editorial Manager is an online manuscript submission system which reviews and processes the articles and facilitates author, editor and Instructions for Authors. JNEN provides a forum of advanced knowledge and research covering a broad spectrum of life sciences related to Neurology and Experimental Neuroscience. Impact Factor. Ranked 61st out of 117 journals in the ISI Pediatrics category! For full details of the new system please read our revised Guide for Authors here. View Instructions for Authors (106.12 Kb), Submit Your Manuscript Online European Journal of Pediatric Surgery Reports Journal of Pediatric Neurology. Journal of the World Society of Child Science. A quarterly, peer-reviewed journal focusing on child neurology, pediatric neurosurgery, pediatric neuroradiology.

Journal Information Instructions for Authors Department of Neurology, Yonsei University College of Medicine, Dementia and cognitive/behavioral neurology. The journal covers wide range of topics in this discipline and creates a platform for the authors to contribute towards the advancement in...